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On Friday 26 February 2021, Josie Bird (President and Chair of the Branch Resources Review), Lilian
Macer (Regional Convenor and Vice Chair of the BRR) and Alastair Long (Chair of the FRMC)
presented the findings of the two year Review to the National Executive Committee.

The Review period has now come to an end. The proposals put together by the Branch Resources
Review Group meet the remit of Motion 126 (passed at the 2019 National Delegate Conference);
subject to Standing Orders Committee approval, a motion and report ‘Supporting Our Branches’ will
be put to the Special Delegate Conference in June 2021.

Together We Are Stronger

After a decade-long austerity agenda attacking public services, our
members and our branches are feeling the pressure. To remain steadfast
in the face of this onslaught, a strong, united UNISON is needed to
deliver for our activists and members; when we think and act as a
collective, we are unbeatable.

Support comes from reps on the ground to officers in the regions and at
UNISON Centre; this collaboration is special to UNISON.

The BRR Review Group sees this review as part of this longstanding
UNISON tradition. In short, this has been the basis of the Branch
Resources Review. The BRR Review Group has put together a package of proposals that will
support branches in a coordinated way to provide a modern, flexible and supportive union.

The Branch Resources Review was lay lead and made up of 24 people – 12 people from the NEC and
12 people from the regions. Working collaboratively with staff, the Review Group has put together a
package of fourteen proposals.
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In the spring of 2020, all branches were asked to complete a survey; 357 branches responded.
Branch activists told the BRR Review Group that they wanted to recruit and retain members,
develop activists and support members with representation. To do this, they needed more time,
more regional support and more funding – in that order. The survey was followed up with in-depth
interviews with a cross section of branches. This confirmed that what was required was a modern,
flexible and supportive union.

The BRR Review Group has consulted also extensively, speaking to over 1700 activists in the
regions, service groups and the Equality Liaison Committee. They have consulted with all NEC
committees including the D&O, Policy and FRMC as well as publishing their proposals in the Activist
Digital and the UNISON website.

The BRR Review Group has made a series of proposals to provide more practical support for local
branches including an improved branch funding formula and a new Branch Support and Organising
Fund.

The Proposals

A new funding scheme for branches
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 A new branch funding formula 2021
The last formula was designed in 2001. The new formula has been developed in response to the
change of circumstances in which branches now operate, providing a fairer solution across the union.
The proposal is to improve and redistribute the available money in a fairer way. The proposal is to
improve the basic entitlement to 21% and extra entitlements for having members in multiple
employers and low branch reserves, plus changing the national standard for reserves per member.

 A new Branch Support and Organising Fund
This new fund will be four times the size of Regional Pool; it will be managed under lay control. This
fund will be easy to access, easy to manage, and will provide flexible support for branches. Activists
will be able to use the fund to provide help with organising, with casework, with representation
and/or for buying equipment. The Regional Pool and the Fighting Fund will no longer be available.

 A union wide RMS Upgrade
The roll-out of the upgrade to the RMS membership system will be prioritised to end the
RMS/WARMS divide and support branches with a more modern, flexible and efficient membership
system.

 A Branch Service Portal
The Review heard repeatedly that branches need easy access to resources. As a response to this, an
early prototype for the Branch Service Portal has already been developed which provides a gateway
for branch officers to access information and tools that support their work and the engagement on
this is ongoing. If the NEC endorses the package, this will be a site for activists under time pressure
with content driven by activists’ requests.
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 Subsidised Access to CaseWeb System
This provides one place for all casework, meeting also UNISON’s environmental and GDPR
commitments, and means branches and regions are using the same system. CaseWeb was
introduced following a motion to conference from branches and has already seen over 100 branches
sign up to use it. CaseWeb will be available at a 50% fee reduction for branches of 2000 members
or less.

 A National Procurement of Goods & Services Offer to Branches
The Systems Management Section at UNISON Centre will use economies of scale and expertise to
achieve savings of time for branches by drawing up approved supplier lists that meet UNISON standards.
This could include the procurement of IT equipment, office furniture and consumables on behalf of
branches who chose to participate and would ensure suppliers met UNISON’s ethical requirements such
as the modern slavery code amongst others. Even if not using UNISON suppliers, branches could use
national checklists.

 Online Meetings
Upholding and enhancing the union’s democracy has been central to all the Review groups discussions.
This proposal is that some national and regional meetings in the annual cycle after the pandemic could be
encouraged to take place online or in a hybrid fashion with savings between £0.5m to £1m per annum
returned to support the Review’s proposals. The union’s response to the impact of COVID-19, has shown
us that we can operate using technology.

 Improved Conference Services and Revised Timetabling
The Review group is looking forward to the return of physical annual conferences after the
pandemic. This proposal will make improvements to UNISON conference arrangements to help
branches: such as offering a booking service for hotels and travel; a reasonable adjustment shared
pooling fund for disabled delegates; and establish an appropriate lay member group to advise the
NEC on other areas of possible improvements.

 Enhanced Bargaining Support
The proposal is to improve access and awareness of the existing bargaining support service of
factsheets, guides, local pay claim and private company research to reach more activists. The current
national Bargaining Support Group (two staff) based at UNISON Centre provide support for service
groups, regions and branches.

 New Online Branch Expenses Module (inside OLBA)
Designed to make it easier to claim and pay expenses incurred by stewards and help treasurers.

 Development of a Facility Time Strategy
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The importance of facility time is well known but was also identified in the response to the branch
survey as being vital for branch activists do their job. The regional meetings held on the review
confirmed what a priority it was for the union. From 2010, to the 2016 Trade Union Act, and to the
present day there have been specific attacks on public sector facility time from the Conservative
Party, employers, the Tax-Payers Alliance and the Westminster Government. This proposal will look
to refresh this strategy and campaign and to see how we can help branches negotiate more facility
time.

 Effective promotion of the Organising School events
A national organising school led by UNISON NEC and Regions to grow the number of skilled and
experienced reps and stewards. UNISON has already had a leadership school on and off over the
years which combined staff and lay activists working together. This would be the starting point for
the new venture. A School would have taken place in 2020 but for COVID 19 and there are plans to
hold them every two years with regional initiatives in the intervening years.

 Affiliations
Information to inform local decisions with a list provided of campaign group affiliations at national
level to help branches.

 An update of the Code of Good Branch Practice
Update the Code of Good Branch Practice in three areas: online meeting procedures, easier and
quicker arrangements for annual general meetings and encouragement of branches in sharing
resources locally.

This package of proposals will enable every branch to continue to be active. UNISON is strong and
powerful as a collective working together in branches, regions, self-organised groups, service
groups, and the national centre.

The Review group will continue to engage with activists in regions and branches in the run-up to the
union’s online Special Delegate Conference in June 2021 where the motion and report “Supporting
Our Branches” will be debated.


